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Electric fields radiated by cloud flashes that occurred over the rugged terrain of mountainous country Nepal were recorded,
analysed, and compared with those from different geographical regions. )e total duration of the flash varies from 80 to 469.5ms.
)e majority of the cloud flashes were of two stages: the first stage of the majority of the flashes was found to consist of large
microsecond scale bipolar pulses having negative initial polarity and the late stage consists of submicrosecond scale pulses having
both positive and negative initial polarities. )e average durations of the first and second stages are 11.23 and 66.79ms, re-
spectively, and the time gap between them is 53.57ms. )e cloud pulses led by the negative initial polarity pulses are more
compactly distributed and are higher in mountainous countries as compared to those of flashes lead by positive initial polarity
pulses, with the average values of interpulse interval being 211.42 and 309.79 μs, respectively.

1. Introduction

Lightning discharges, which do not connect to the earth’s
surface, are called cloud flashes. )ese include intracloud,
intercloud, and air discharges. However, intracloud dis-
charges occur frequently among these flashes. Although
about three-quarters of the total lightning discharges are
believed to be cloud discharges, they have received much less
attention and hence are less well understood compared to
the ground flashes. )e main reason behind this obviously is
that they do not pose any threat to life on earth. Likewise,
difficulty in obtaining measurements on cloud flashes is
another reason for having less information. However, cloud
flashes should not be underestimated because of the threat
on avionics and electromagnetic devices. Furthermore, the
study of cloud flashes is as important as the ground flashes to
understand the physics of lightning discharge. Cloud flashes
exhibit much variability from flash to flash and storm to
storm, as they do not involve any well-defined conducting
electrode, rather they are the electrodeless discharges [1].

Examples of cloud flashes showing variability from flash to
flash are depicted in Figure 1. Rakov and Uman [1] have
further explained that the upper and lower boundaries of a
negative charge region are the most likely places for the
cloud flash to begin, and it is thought that the cloud flashes
often bridge the main negative and upper positive charge
regions. )e majority of the cloud flashes exhibit the two-
stage model with the initial stage being active stage corre-
sponding to the initial breakdown stage with large micro-
second scale bipolar pulses resulting in a large slow field
variation. )e initial polarity of the breakdown pulses can be
of both positive and negative type; among them, the flashes
led by the initial breakdown (IB) pulses with positive initial
polarity are more common.

Kitagawa and Brook [2] classified the cloud flashes in
three stages, namely, initial, very active, and final stages.
However, Bils et al. [3] and Villanueva et al. [4] showed that
the cloud flashes are composed of two stages. )e initial
stage (or the most active stage) and the final stage, which are
similar to that reported by Kitagawa and Brook [2],
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consisted of sequences of K changes. Villanueva et al. [4] not
only from their own data but also from the original data of
Kitagawa and Brook [2] have concluded that the cloud
flashes involve only the two-stage model. According to Shao
and Krehbiel [5], the cloud discharges often exhibit a single
vertical channel that bridges the lower-level and upper-level
charge regions in the cloud. Rison et al. [6] in agreement
with Shao and Krehbiel [5] reported that most of the ra-
diation sources were located at the upper-level. However, it
is quite apparent that the cloud flashes can also take place
between the main negative charge region and the lower
positive charge pocket. Proctor [7] and Proctor [8] reported
that VHF and UHF pulses in higher-origin flashes are ra-
diated at a lower rate as compared to that in lower-origin
flashes. Proctor [8] further reported that the lower-origin
cloud flashes are indistinguishable from the stepped leaders
in the cloud to ground flashes.

Gomes et al. [9] conducted a comprehensive study on
chaotic pulse trains (CPT) and described the initial polarity,
pulse width, pulse separation, and pulse amplitude of CPTs.
)e pulse width was distributed between 1 and 10 μs with a
high probability of 2–4 μs and the pulse separation lies in the
range of 2–20 μs. Shriram [10] explained the tripole structure
of the charges in which a lightning discharge has a long
channel with many branches that extend up to several ki-
lometers vertically as well as horizontally. Similarly, the
discharge from the main negative charge centre to the upper
positive charge centre gives positive electric field change and
the discharge from the main negative charge centre to the
lower positive charge pocket gives negative electric field
changes as shown in Figure 2. )e occurrence of breakdown
pulses with both polarities suggests that the breakdown
apparently takes place either between the upper negative
charge boundary and the positive charge region or between
the lower negative charge boundary and the lower positive

charge pocket. )e discharge between the main negative
charge boundary and the upper positive charge region can be
regarded as higher-origin cloud flashes and that between
lower negative charge boundary and lower positive charge
pocket can be regarded as lower-origin flashes.

Weidman and Krider [11] analysed the intracloud
lightning waveforms of the radiation fields and reported that
the waveforms are alike within a discharge and differ with
the return stroke of the cloud to ground lightning. Krider
et al. [12] reported that the waveform of the radiation field
pulse begins with a fast large amplitude portion followed by
a small and slowly varying overshoot. In addition, the
FWHM and the time interval between successive pulses (for
the pulse train of 400 μs) were reported to be 0.75 μs and 5 μs,
respectively. Gomes and Cooray [13], on the other hand,
reported that the time interval between the successive pulses
for 50ms pulse train to be 147 μs. )ey further reported that
the pulses were of two types: multiply peaked pulses with less
pronounced overshoot and single peaked pulses with a
pronounced positive overshoot. )ere are three different
types of pulses pertinent to the cloud flashes that have been
observed and reported in the literature. Krider et al. [12]
reported the sequences of unipolar pulses similar to those
produced by dart-stepped leaders in discharge to earth;
Weidman and Krider [11] have observed the bipolar pulses
with structures on their fronts and Le Vine [14] and Cooray
and Lundquist [15] have observed the bipolar pulses without
such structures.

Nag and Rakov [16] examined the electric field pulse
trains that are characteristics of the preliminary breakdown
in the negative cloud to ground discharge and described that
such pulse trains are manifestations of the initiation of
downward negative stepped leaders that fail to propagate to
the ground. According to Nag and Rakov [17] the excessive
lower positive charge pocket in the tripole structure converts

Figure 1: Example of cloud flashes showing variability from flash to flash.
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the cloud to ground flash to an intracloud one. Nag and
Rakov [18] examined the various conceptual cloud charge
configurations leading to the production of positive light-
ning discharges and found out that there were many dis-
parities between positive and negative flashes in multiplicity,
preliminary breakdown pulse trains, leader propagation
mode, branching of the in-cloud channel, and occurrence of
continuing currents.

)e preliminary breakdown pulses have been realized by
three-dimensional locating system by Bitzer et al. [19] and
Karunarathne et al. [20]. Wu et al. [21] reported that pre-
liminary breakdown pulse characteristics are closely related
with initiation altitudes ranges from 5 to 10 km and pre-
liminary breakdown pulses in negative CG flashes ranges
from 4 to 7 km. So the altitude should also be considered
when discussing pulse characteristics in IC flashes. Kar-
unarathne et al. [20] and Bitzer et al. [19] demonstrated that
PB pulses in IC and –ve CG flashes were produced by
negative leaders, and Wu et al. [22] demonstrated that PB
pulses in +ve CG flashes were also produced by negative
leaders. Intracloud lightning flashes are normally starting
with upward negative leaders initiated below 10 km (about
–10°C isotherm). Wu et al. [23] recently discovered a special
type of IC flash which is initiated at a very high altitude
above 12 kilometers (usually above –50°C isotherm) called
“downward positive intracloud flash.” He found that this
downward positive intracloud flash occurs when the initial
negative leaders do not propagate upward.

)is study aims to investigate the characteristic features
of electric field radiated by the subtropical flashes and un-
derstand the overall electric discharge process of cloud
flashes. )e pulses having initial polarity as that of negative
return stroke, lowering the negative charge to ground, are
termed as negative polarity pulses, and the pulses having
opposite polarity to those of negative return stroke are
termed as positive polarity pulses. )e initial breakdown
pulses of the cloud flashes were studied and different features
of cloud flashes were compared with those from other
geographical regions, especially temperate ones. )is is the
first time the electric fields radiated by cloud flashes perti-
nent to the subtropical and mountainous country Nepal
were measured, analysed, and compared with those from
other geographical regions.

2. Instrumentation and Measurement

)e lightning generated electric fields were recorded at a
measuring station in Kathmandu, Nepal, at 27°44′N and
85°19′E and about 1300m above the sea level. )e vertical
electric fields of the flashes were sensed by the flat plate
antenna fixed on a 1.5m high post and were placed on the
rooftop of a building at a physical height of about 12m from
the ground.)e upper plate of the parallel-plate antenna was
connected to a buffer circuit through a 60 cm long RG 58
coaxial cable. )e signal passing through buffer amplifier
was fed to the Pico-scope 6404D through a 20m long RG 58
coaxial cable. )e signals so received were recorded by the
Pico-scope whose window size was 500ms at the sampling
rate of 1.25GS/sec.)e recording system was similar to what
was described previously [24–27].)e zero-to-peak rise time
of the antenna system for a step pulse was less than 30 ns.)e
data have been sampled at 800 ps, i.e., at the sampling rate of
1.25GHz for 200ms and 500ms. )e elevated parallel-plate
antenna installed in the mountainous region and the elec-
tronic circuit pertinent to buffer amplifier is shown in
Figures 3(a) and 3(b).

3. Data and Results

)e electric fields produced by lightning were recorded on
different thunderstorm days from March 2015 to September
2017 in the Himalayan region. Of the total record during the
campaign, more than three thousand were due to cloud
activity, most of them being recorded on April 15, 16, and
17, May 23 and 26, June 12 and 13, July 24, and September 19
of 2015; June 13 of 2016; May 26 and September 17 of 2017.
Altogether, only fifty-four cloud flashes have been selected
for the analysis in this study. Of those records, some flashes
have time window of 200ms whereas some have 500ms with
the sampling rate of 1.25GS/sec. An example of electric field
due to a typical cloud flash having two stages is depicted in
Figure 4. It is clearly seen from Figure 4 that the flash
consists of initial (or active) stage and final (or late) stage.
)e fine structures of the large IB pulses with negative initial
polarity expanded from IB pulse train are also shown in
Figure 5 and expansion of final stage of flash containing fine
pulses with both polarities is shown in Figure 6. As is seen,
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Figure 2: An idealized vertical tripole structure of a thunderstorm (adopted from [1]).
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small pulses are superimposed in the rising part of the large
pulses.

As is seen from Figure 5, the large bipolar pulses
pertinent to the active stage have the same initial polarity
whereas the pulses in the final stage have both initial
polarities, and each individual pulse appears to be of
unipolar type. As seen in Figure 4, between the first and
second stages, relatively small pulses, possibly hidden by
noises in some remote sites, are produced by negative
leaders propagating horizontally. Among fifty-four flashes
analysed in this study, seven flashes apparently have single
stage, forty-six flashes have two stages, and only one flash
apparently has three stages. )e three-stage flash was
recorded on the 500ms time window. An example of the
electric field due to a typical cloud flash having a single
stage is depicted in Figure 7 and having three stages is
depicted in Figure 8.)e expansions of these three stages of
Figure 8, respectively, are shown in Figures 9–11. )e
average duration for the first stage was 11.23ms as com-
pared to 66.79ms for the second stage, with a gap of
53.57ms. )e time of activity for the first stage ranged from
3.10ms to 19.40ms, whereas the time of activity for the
second stage varied from 18.07ms to 130.40ms. )ese
variations are represented in Table 1.

)e first (active) stage of the majority of the flashes was
found to consist of large microsecond scale bipolar pulses
having negative initial polarity, whereas the late stage
consists of submicrosecond scale pulses having both positive
and negative initial polarities.
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Figure 3: (a) )e elevated parallel-plate antenna installed in Kathmandu and (b) the electronic circuit pertinent to buffer amplifier used in
this study.
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3.1. For IB Pulses. )e occurrence of the breakdown pulses
with both polarities suggests that the breakdown apparently
takes place either between upper negative charge boundary
and positive charge region or between the lower negative
charge boundary and lower positive charge pocket. )e
pulses having initial polarity as that of the negative return
stroke, which means lowering the negative charge to the
ground, are termed as negative polarity pulses. In this case,
the discharges occur between lower negative charge
boundary and lower positive charge pocket, which can be
regarded as lower-origin and called negative electric field
change. Similarly, the pulses having an initial polarity

opposite to those of negative return stroke, that is, as a
positive return stroke, are termed as positive polarity pulses.
)e discharge between the main negative charge boundary
and the upper positive charge region can be regarded as
higher-origin cloud flashes and called positive electric field
change. In this scenario, the occurrence of the breakdown
pulses is one sided, that is, only negative initial polarity
occurred. )is means that the discharges occur between the
main negative charge boundary and the lower positive
charge pocket. )e maximum peak pulse is on the second
position rank whereas the other falls on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
ranks also. )e statistics features of IB pulses are shown in
Table 2 below.

3.2. ForCloudActivity. Cloud flashes in this study have been
categorized into two types, that is, flashes led by positive
initial polarity cloud pulses and those led by negative initial
polarity cloud pulses. A summary of the statistics of flashes
of both types has been given in Tables 3 and 4.

)e average time of activity led by negative polarity
pulses is higher than those led by positive polarity pulses.
)e time of activity starting from negative field change
ranged from 108.6ms to 469.5ms, with an average of
231.1ms whereas the time of activity starting from positive
field change ranged from 80ms to 399.5ms, with an average
of 168.3ms. Pulses with amplitudes larger than 25% of the
largest pulses in the pulse train have only been considered in
this study and pulses with smaller amplitudes than those are
not considered for the pulse statistics.

)e cloud pulses in the flashes with negative initial po-
larity are more compactly distributed compared to the pos-
itive initial polarity pulses.)e interpulse interval between the
large pulses has been analysed for each individual flash under
consideration, which has then been averaged for each flash.
Such average values of interpulse interval have been averaged
for all the flashes. )e minimum interpulse interval for cloud
pulses with positive initial polarity in a flash is found to be as
low as 1.33 μs and the maximum value is found to be as high
as 1118μs. However, the corresponding values for the cloud
pulses with negative initial polarity are found to be 1.07 μs and
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1110 μs, respectively.)e average interpulse interval for all the
flashes with cloud pulses having positive initial polarity is
found to be 309.79μs with a standard deviation of 290.89 μs
and that for the flashes with cloud pulse having negative initial
polarity is found to be 211.42 μs. )e fine structure of these
largest pulses is similar to those observed by Weidman and
Krider [11], Cooray and Lundquist [15], Bils et al. [3], and
Medelius et al. [28]. Most of the largest pulses have slow rising
and wide bipolar waveforms with several small pulses
superimposed on the initial half cycle as seen in Figure 5.
However, some of the largest pulses are narrow, singly
peaked, and bipolar waveforms in this study.

4. Discussions and Comparison

From the analysis, the total duration of the flash varies from
as low as 80ms to as high as 469.5ms. Analysing the cloud

flashes from the temperate thunderstorm over Sweden,
Sharma reported that the total duration of the cloud flash
varied from 100ms to 400ms. )ose results from temperate
country were quite similar to the results found in subtropical
and hilly mountainous country Nepal. )e average duration
of first stage or initial activity is 11.23ms, which is slightly
higher in comparison to those from Sweden that were
analysed for below 10ms. In this study, the duration of the
second stage of cloud activity is 66.79ms and the average gap
between the first and second stages of the cloud activity is
53.57ms. )e average time interval between successive
pulses was 309.79 μs for positive and 211.42 μs for negative
electric field change pulse, which is found to be high as
compared to Sharma et al. [29] who determined the average
time interval as 35.7 μs and the average time interval found
by Gomes and Cooray [13] was 147 μs. In the data reported
by Weidman and Krider [11], the average time interval

Table 2: Statistics features of IB pulses.

Parameters Rise times
(μs)

Total
duration
(μs)

Time of
overshoot (μs)

Duration of
overshoot (μs)

Amplitude of
waves (mV)

Amplitude of
overshoot (mV)

IB interpulse
intervals (μs)

Average 0.93 1.90 6.29 146.63 131.03 313.76 167.41
Maximum 4.94 8.94 21.23 520.40 317.60 1416.80 731.9
Minimum 0.10 0.38 0.65 18.40 26.60 44.80 13.57
St. dev. 0.97 1.60 4.45 99.58 56.41 236.49 116.15
Coefficient of
variance 1.04 0.84 0.71 0.68 0.43 0.75 0.69

Table 3: A summary of the statistics of the flashes with positive initial pulse polarity.

Statistics of the
parameter

Time of cloud activity
(ms)

Interpulse interval
(μs)

Number of pulses for positive field
change

Number of pulses for negative field
change

Average 168.3 309.79 58 38
Max 399.5 1118 148 142
Min 80 1.33 3 1
Range 319.5 1116.67 145 141
S. D. 66.5 290.89 45.08 41.78

Table 4: A summary of statistics for the flashes with negative initial pulse polarity.

Statistics of the
parameter

Time of cloud activity
(ms)

Interpulse interval
(μs)

Number of pulses for positive field
change

Number of pulses for negative field
change

Average 231.1 211.42 85 80
Max 469.5 1110 276 326
Min 108.6 1.07 7 6
Range 360.9 1108.93 269 320
SD 141.8 245.88 85 90

Table 1: Statistics of features of cloud flashes.

Statistics of the parameter Time of activity for the first stage (ms) Time of activity for the second stage (ms) Gap between two
stages (ms)

Average 11.23 66.79 53.57
Max 19.40 130.40 117.00
Min 3.10 18.07 13.61
Range 16.30 112.33 103.39
S. D. 5.35 30.14 30.23
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between positive pulses was 130 μs (less as compared to this
study) but for the negative pulses, the time interval is 780 μs
(high as compared to this study).

Cloud discharges undoubtedly exhibit much vari-
ability than ground discharges. )is is because the latter
involves a relatively well-conducting ground electrode,
while cloud discharges are electrodeless [1]. Nevertheless,
the majority of the cloud flashes exhibit some features
similar to what has been explained by Bils et al. [3] and
Villanueva et al. [4]. According to Bils et al. [3] and
Villanueva et al. [4], large microsecond pulses produced
during the early stage of the flash are likely to be associated
with the in-cloud channel formation. )e late stage may
consist of microsecond scale pulses but with relatively
small amplitudes. )e occurrence of the breakdown pulses
with both polarities suggests us that the breakdown ap-
parently takes place either between upper negative charge
boundary and positive charge region or between the lower
negative charge boundary and lower positive charge
pocket. )e discharge between the main negative charge
boundary and the upper positive charge region can be
regarded as higher-origin cloud flashes and that between
lower negative charge boundary and lower positive charge
pocket can be regarded as lower-origin as proposed by
Proctor [7] and Proctor [8]. It can also be inferred that the
breakdown taking place between the lower negative
charge boundary and the positive charge pocket, lowering
the negative charge towards ground may succeed to
culminate into the ground flash or turn into cloud flashes,
probably giving rise to the horizontal flashes. Because of
the horizontal air discharges, fine electric field discharge is
produced throughout the activity. In the high origin
flashes, the negative charge propagates towards the upper
positive charge region where the charge is extensively
distributed horizontally. From Table 5, it can be seen that
interpulse interval pertinent to the cloud activity is less in
the present study as compared to those of Weidman. )is
is an indication that the subtropical cloud flashes have the
breakdown stage where the discharge occurs in quite a fast
succession as compared to those of the tropical ones.
Furthermore, because of the distance of the cloud flashes
from the measuring station in the tropical region, the
electric field due to microdischarges might have under-
gone the propagation losses whereas over the subtropical
and hilly region the flash distance is relatively low and
hence does not undergo the significant propagates.
Normally, the duration of IC flashes is longer than 500ms,
but here it has a maximum of about 470ms since the
recording system has a recording length of only 500ms.

5. Conclusion

Electric field radiated by cloud flashes that occurred over the
rugged terrain of mountainous country Nepal were recorded
and analysed. )e features of electric field signatures have
been analysed and compared with those from different
geographical regions. In this research, the discharges occur
between the lower negative charge boundary and the lower
positive charge pocket, which can be regarded as lower-
origin. In this study, the discharge between main negative
charge boundary and the upper positive charge region,
which can be regarded as higher-origin cloud flashes and
called positive electric field change and the subtropical cloud
flashes have the breakdown stage where the discharge occurs
in quite a fast succession as compared to those of the tropical
ones.
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